Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention No. 102

Model Instrument of Ratification and Model Declaration
MODEL INSTRUMENT

CONCERNING THE RATIFICATION OF AN ILO CONVENTION

Whereas the ........................................ (title of the Convention)
...........................................was adopted by the International Labour Conference at its
.............................................Session in (place) ........................................on (date) ..............
.............................................

The Government of .............................................................., having
considered the aforesaid Convention, hereby confirm and ratify the same and
undertake, in accordance with Article 19, paragraph 5 (d) of the Constitution of the
International Labour Organisation, faithfully to perform and carry out all the
stipulations therein contained.

(signed) _________________________________
President of the Republic

____________________________
Minister of Foreign Affairs

1 This model may call for adaptation to take account particularly of:

(a) any provisions in the Convention concerned requiring specified indications to
be included in the ratification;

(b) national provisions and practice concerning ratification on international
instruments.
MODEL DECLARATION

SOCIAL SECURITY (MINIMUM STANDARDS) CONVENTION, 1952 (NO.102)

In conformity with Article 2, paragraph b), of the Social Security (Minimum Standards), 1952 (No. 102), on behalf of the Government of …………………………., I hereby accept the obligations under the following Parts of the Convention (See N.B):

- Part …
- Part …
- Part …
- Part …
- Part …
- …

[Signature and Title of competent authority]

N.B. Pursuant to Article 2, paragraph a) ii) of the Convention, at least three of Parts II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX and X, including at least one of Parts IV, V, VI, IX and X, must be accepted at the time of the ratification of the Convention.